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The intelligent transportation system (ITS) is one of the effective solutions to the problem of
urban traffic congestion, and it is also one of the important topics of smart city
construction. One particular application is the traffic monitoring and flow prediction.
However, there are still challenges regarding both aspects. On the one hand, the
current traffic monitoring relies heavily on the single object detection method that
cannot achieve accurate statistics of moving target counting and, meanwhile, has
limited speed advantage; on the other hand, the existing traffic flow prediction models
rarely consider different weather conditions. Therefore, the present article attempts to
propose a packaged solution, which combines a new target tracking and moving vehicle
counting method and an improved long short-term memory (LSTM) network for traffic flow
forecast with weather conditions. More specifically, the DCN V2 convolution kernel and
MultiNetV3 framework are used to replace YOLOv4’s conventional convolution kernel and
backbone network to realize multi-target tracking and counting, respectively.
Subsequently, combined with the temporal characteristics of historical traffic flow, this
article introduces weather conditions into the LSTM network and realizes the short-term
prediction of traffic flow at the road junction level. This study carries out a series of
experiments using the real traffic video data with a 2-month time span at a popular road
junction in the downtown of Shenzhen, China. The results suggest that the proposed
algorithms outperform the previous methods in terms of the 10% higher accuracy of target
detection tracking and about a half reduction of traffic prediction error, when considering
weather conditions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recent rapid urban development in China has led to increasing car ownership, which has led to more
severe traffic congestion and longer commuting times. According to a 2020 investigation on
commuting times for the 36 major Chinese cities, by the China Academy of Urban Planning
and Design, more than 10 million people (accounting for 13% of total population) have a daily
commute of more than 1 h each way. Among those cities, Shenzhen, one of the four “top-tier” cities
in Guangdong province, has a population of 17.56 million people (according to bureau statistics
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2020) and a GDP of 2.76 trillion yuan (ranking it third in
mainland China). As evidenced by the Shenzhen traffic police
office, the numbers of registered vehicles and drivers are around
3.36 and 4.39 million, respectively. The resulting traffic density is
estimated at more than 500 per km, which is the highest in the
country. In the era of information and communication
technology, urban transportation at such a large scale cannot
function well without the support of intelligent transportation
systems (ITSs) (Telang et al., 2021, Zear et al., 2016, Khatoun and
Zeadally, 2016, Mckenney and Frey-Spurlock, 2018). For
instance, one plausible measure for coordinating urban road
traffic could be monitoring the traffic volume using closed
circuit television (CCTV) images at each road junction and
implementing the prediction based on the historic traffic
volume data. In doing so, we could predict the future traffic
situation for better traffic management and optimization, thereby
partly alleviating traffic congestion. Numerous studies have
investigated traffic monitoring and prediction at the junction
level spanning a wide range of disciplines. For example, Khekare
and Sakhare (2013) introduced a new scheme consisting of a
smart city framework that transmits information about traffic
conditions to help drivers make appropriate decisions. Marais
et al. (2014) devised an approach to deal with the inaccuracy of
signal propagation conditions for urban users who demand
accurate localization by associating GNSS data and imaging
information. Raja et al. (2018) proposed a cognitive intelligent
transportation system (CITS) model that provides efficient
channel utilization, which is the key to make any application
successful in vehicular ad hoc networks. Zheng et al. (2020) used
an adaptation evolutionary strategy to control arterial traffic
coordination for a better passage rate along one single road
with several junctions. However, the existing literature may
still face challenges regarding the inaccuracy of both car object
detection and traffic volume prediction. To be more specific,
current detection methods from CCTV images mainly focus on
single car object detection and may suffer from the inaccuracy of
multiple moving object recognition and tracking (such as
omission or false detection) and have a limited speed
advantage. Also, the traffic volume prediction models that are
based merely on the detection results may be distant from reality
as they seldom consider environmental factors such as weather
conditions (for example, sunny or rainy days).

The present study is motivated to put forward a two-level
traffic flowmanagement system to cope with the abovementioned
challenges, which is supported by the deep learning technique
and is validated by a 2-month video image series at a popular road
junction located at downtown Shenzhen. Specifically, the system
is layered with YOLOv4 for car object detection and tracking and
is then layered with a modified long short-term memory (LSTM)
network embedded with the spatio-temporal characteristics of
historic traffic records, as well as corresponding weather
information, to build up a short-term traffic flow prediction
model. Therefore, the main contributions of this article are
twofold. First, regarding moving object detection, we proposed
a lightweight DCN-MultiNet-YOLO network for video-based
multi-target tracking for the collection of traffic volume
statistics at the urban road junction level. Second, for traffic

flow forecasts, we proposed an improved LSTM network that is
closer to realistic scenarios by considering various weather
conditions associated with real traffic flow changes.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. After
introducing the overall structure of our approach, the
implementation details of object detection and traffic
prediction are described in detail in Section 2. Section 3
provides a case study of the junction level moving car
monitoring and traffic flow prediction. Finally, Section 4
concludes the study and points to potential applications of this
research.

2 METHODS

2.1 Overall Structure of the Algorithm
Figure 1 shows the overview of our approach, including two
parts. The first part is the vehicle detection and flow extraction
from multi-temporal traffic video data, where the core neural
network includes the Multi-Net of backbone, neck module for
enhancing feature extraction, and head module for detecting the

FIGURE.1 | Structure of the proposed algorithm.
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output. In the second part, after normalizing the traffic data, we
extracted the feature vector of environmental factors and
imported it into an improved LSTM network to predict the
traffic flow data under different weather conditions.

2.2 DCN-MultiNet-YOLO
According to the overall structure, target counting methods can
be divided into those based on traditional feature extraction
(Zhou et al., 2014; Denimal et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020) and
those based on the convolutional neural network (CNN) (Yoo
et al., 2016; He et al., 2017; Redmon and Farhadi, 2018).
Traditional feature extraction methods include the Haar-like
feature, the local binary pattern, and histogram of the oriented
gradient. The aforementioned algorithm usually focuses on edge
feature extraction to detect and count the individual targets, so it
requires a high accuracy of edge detection and is not suitable for
the counting of overlapping or dense targets. With the
development of deep learning, the mainstream object detection
and counting algorithms are realized by extracting target object
features based on the CNN. On the basis of the original YOLOv3
target detection architecture, YOLOv4 (Bochkovskiy et al., 2020)
is optimized in data processing and enhancement (Mosaic),
backbone network (Backbone), network training (self-
adversarial training), activation function (Mish), and loss
function (Focal Loss), which greatly improve the accuracy of
target detection and the training efficiency. In the data processing,
YOLOv4 obtains the anchor box by clustering the ground-truth
box and then uses the Mosaic data enhancement method to label
and train targets with different scales. The backbone of YOLOv4
draws on the advantages of extracting deep feature information

from deep residual learning [ResNet (He et al., 2016)]. It also
adopts the design idea of a spatial pyramid pooling network
[Spatial Pyramid Pooling Net (He et al., 2015) Atrous Spatial
Pyramid Pooling Net (Liu and Huang, 2019)] to splice arbitrary
size feature maps and convert them into fixed output size feature
vectors, which can be output at one time to realize multi-scale
object detection. The activation function YOLOv4 adopted is
mixed with smooth, non-monotonic, and lack of upper bound
characteristics. Although its computational complexity is higher
than that of ReLu in YOLOv3, its detection effect is improved. In
the final loss function training, YOLOv4 uses the idea of focal loss
for reference, that is, redistributing the training weights of easy
classification samples and difficult classification samples to
achieve the accuracy of the two-level detector without losing
the network training and prediction speed. Based on the original
YOLOv4 network, our approach modifies the framework of
backbone and applies the DCN V2 convolution to expand the
receptive field of the feature layer and enhance the accuracy of
object detection. As shown in Figure 2, the framework of the
DCN-MultiNet-YOLO model can be divided into three parts: the
backbone of DCN-MultiNet, bottleneck for enhanced feature,
and head for detecting output, of which the neck mainly includes
the SSP-Net and pyramid attention network. The network
parameters of each component are described in detail as
follows; the first two units of network parameters in the figure
are pixel, and the last is depth. For example, as shown in the
figure, the network 608 × 608 × 3 represents an image with a pixel
value of 608 × 608 and three channels.

DCN-MultiNet: DCN-MultiNet follows the darknet network
in YOLOv4. In order to reduce the parameters of the network

FIGURE 2 | Network architecture of DCN-MultiNet-YOLO.
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structure, multi-convolution layers are used as the core hidden
layer of the backbone network. All conventional convolutions in
the network framework are replaced by deformable convolutions,
which avert possible network accuracy degradation caused by
separable convolution. Moreover, we introduced the cross-stage
partial network to integrate the gradient changes into the feature
map. A smoother Mish is applied instead of the original ReLu as
the activation function, which obtains the three types of anchor
boxes closest to the real frame by clustering the data in the
ground-truth box. Finally, according to the input image with a
pixel of 608 × 608×3, the neural network outputs three scale
feature maps with shapes of 76 × 76, 38 × 38, and 19 × 19.

Neck: The bottleneck module is designed to enhance the
ability of network feature extraction. SSP-Net uses three
convolution layers with different shapes to expand the
perception threshold of the feature map to the front hidden
layer, which can enhance the target recognition ability of the
network. SSP-Net also introduces a differentiation pooling
strategy, which not only avoids the risk of network
overfitting but also outputs fixed size image features. Based
on the feature pyramid network (FPN), PANet uses
downsampling and upsampling methods to fuse different
scale feature maps at the same time so that the output layer
after mapping and fusion has richer features and improves the
expression ability of the network for shallow feature
information and deep semantic information.

Head: The output of the feature map corresponds to the last
three feature layers of the backbone network, with shapes of
76 × 76 × 75, 38 × 38 × 75, and 19 × 19 × 75, which has the
ability to perform multi-feature layer object detection. The
first two dimensions represent the size of the feature map grid,
which can extract targets of different shapes. The third
dimension is related to the dataset used in network
training. If the dataset has 20 categories and the
dimensions of location information and category
information are five, we should set the layer with a shape
of 3 × (20 + 5) to adapt to the anchor box.

To test the detection accuracy of the proposed architecture, we
compared the mean average precision between other neural
network structures. The formula of precision is as follows:

P � TP/(TP + FP), (1)
where P represents the algorithmic precision, TP indicates

that a positive sample is correctly retrieved as a positive sample,
and a false positive indicates that a negative sample is incorrectly
retrieved as a positive sample. The formula for recall is as
follows:

R � TP/(TP + FN), (2)
where R represents the recall rate of the algorithm, and FN

indicates the number of positive samples that were incorrectly
retrieved as negative samples. An excellent objection detection
model means that the accuracy increases as the recall rate
increases. The average precision is obtained by integrating the
P–R curves of a class. The formula for the average precision is as
follows:

AP � ∫1

0
p(r)dr. (3)

The mean average precision (mAP) is the average of the area
under the P–R curve for all categories. The formula for mAP is as
follows:

mAP � 1
n
∑ n

k�1APk. (4)

2.3 Conditional Long Short-Term Memory
The detected traffic flow from video images, as one of the basic
parameters of short-term traffic prediction parameters, can be
used as the key basis of traffic decision in the intelligent
transportation system (Chen and Chen, 2020). Short-term
prediction is to provide short-term (usually 5–10 min) or even
real-time traffic prediction based on the traffic data close or exact
to the current observation (Petkovics et al., 2015; Fu et al., 2016).
Short-term traffic flow prediction is very challenging due to the
stochastic and dynamic traffic condition. In recent years, scholars
from around the world have conducted widespread and thorough
research of LSTM or its variants in short-term traffic flow
forecasting with excellent achievements. Ma et al. (2015)
developed a long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network
to predict the travel speed prediction based on RTMS detection
data in Beijing city. The proposed model can capture the long-
term temporal dependency for time series and also automatically
determine the optimal time window. Zheng et al. (2017) put
forward a traffic forecast model based on the LSTM network that
considers temporal–spatial correlation in the traffic system via a
two-dimensional network composed of many memory units. Du
et al. (2020) proposed a deep irregular convolutional residual
LSTM network model called DST-ICRL for the urban traffic
passenger flow prediction. Little et al. (1981) proposed an end-to-
end deep learning architecture that consists of convolution and
LSTM to form a Conv-LSTM module to extract the
spatial–temporal information from the traffic flow
information. Moreover, Ma et al. (2021 and Zheng et al. (Dai
et al., 2019; Zheng et al., 2021) proposed an improved LSTM
model to improve the accuracy of short-term traffic flow
prediction. However, in addition to the traffic flow statistics
itself, weather conditions, emergencies, and other external
environmental conditions also have great changes on the flow
value, which have received less attention in the aforementioned
literature studies. The conditional long short-term memory
(CLSTM) proposed in this article inputs the aforementioned
environmental conditions and traffic flow to the LSTM
network and fully connected layer (FC layer), respectively.
Then, the output of them is fed into the feature fusion layer
(FF layer) and FC layer, which finally export the predicted
traffic flow.

Before introducing the structure of the CLSTM, we first
described the problem setting of our traffic scenario. The
problem of traffic flow prediction can be formulated as
follows. First, we divided the total traffic flow into multiple
time periods at every Δ time interval and summarized the
traffic flow at each period. Let Xc

i denote the traffic flow of the i
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th time period under environmental condition c, at current
time t (i =t); the task is to predict the traffic flow of this
moment by the historical traffic flow sequence with some
prediction domain σ and time interval Δ. The formal
expression is as follows:

Historical traffic flow : {Xc
i

∣∣∣∣∣∣ i � t − nΔ , t − (n − 1)Δ, . . . , t

− Δand c ∈ �C},
(5)

where C means a set containing different environmental
conditions.

Predicted traffic flow : {Xc
i

∣∣∣∣ i � t + Δ , t + 2Δ, . . . , t
+mΔ and mΔ< σ}. (6)

For example, when we consider Δ � 5 minutes, n � 12, and
σ � 3, it can be divided into 288 traffic flow values in 24 h of a
single day, and the objective is to predict three traffic flow
values in the future 15 min by using 12 traffic flow values in the
past 60 min. After the environmental condition expressed as a
feature vector �C, we can combine the historical traffic flow and
the environmental condition. Let c ∈ �C mean different
environmental conditions (for example, if c1 represents the
weather condition, then c1 = 0,1,2,3 . . . means rainy, sunny,
foggy, and so on); the traffic flow from time t–n to t can be
represented as Xc1

i � [ fc1
t−nΔ , f

c1
t−(n−1)Δ , . . . , f

c1
t−Δ ] , where fc

t
denotes the traffic flow value under environmental condition
c1. If we have k sets of environmental condition vectors, the
combined historical traffic flow and the environmental
condition can be represented by the matrix as follows:

Xc
i


→ � ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Xc

t− nΔ

..

.

Xc
t− Δ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ � ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
fc1
t−nΔ / fck

t− nΔ

..

.
1 ..

.

fc1
t−Δ / fck

t− Δ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (7)

As shown in Figure 3, the proposed CLSTM consists of an
input feature transformation layer, a feature fusion layer, and a
fully connected layer (FC layer). The traffic flow input is the

time series vector �Xi , which contains the traffic flow value per
Δ time. The traffic flow input is a 1 × n vector, and it feeds into
a multilayer of a CNN layer and an LSTM network, which has
been proposed for a variety of applications such as network
fault prediction (Tan and Pan, 2019), gesture recognition
(Zhang et al., 2018), and speech emotion recognition
(Zhang et al., 2019) to obtain the short-term temporal
feature of the traffic flow. The second input is a 1 × m
vector �C of the environmental condition, and it feeds into
an m × 64 FC layer. The output shape of both components of
the input feature transformation layer is a 1 × 64 vector.
Finally, the feature fusion layer is followed by an FC layer,
both of which are regression layers, to perform forecasting.
The output shape of the predicted flow is 1 × m.

The loss function we selected as the RMSE is the square
root of the ratio of the square of the deviation between the
value and the actual value, divided by the number of
observations. The RMSE used to measure the deviation
between the observed value and the actual value is
calculated as follows:

Loss � RMSE �
��������������
1
n
∑ n

i�1(yi − y′
i)2√

. (8)

Besides the RMSE, we used another two functions—the
mean of absolute error (MAE) and mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE)—as the accuracy evaluation indicators for
comparing these prediction algorithms (Ma et al., 2018;
Weng et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018; Chen C. et al., 2019;
Chen F. et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2019) in order to ensure the
robustness of the forecast algorithm. MAE , which means the
average absolute error, is calculated as follows (in all the
following formulas, n represents the sample size, yi is the
actual value, and y’

i is the predicted value):

MAE � 1
n
∑ n

i�1
∣∣∣∣yi − y′

i

∣∣∣∣. (9)

The MAPE represents the average of the absolute values of
relative percentage errors, which is calculated as follows:

FIGURE 3 | Network architecture of CLS.
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MAPE � 100%
n

∑ n
i�1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣yi − y′
i

yi

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣. (10)

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Data and Environment
In this section, we evaluated the performance of the proposed model
by using a real-world dataset for object detection and short-term
traffic flow prediction. The detailed hardware configuration of this
experiment is as follows: the CPU of the computer is Intel (R) core
(TM) i9-9900k, the CPU frequency is 3.60 GHz, the memory is 64G,
the graphics card model is NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080ti, and the
graphicsmemory is 11G×2. Our application is deployed on the 64-bit
operating systemUbuntu 16.04 with the deep learning frameworks of
TensorFlow 1.13.1 and Keras 2.3.1 and the parallel computing
framework of CUDA 10. The traffic data were collected at the
intersection of Qiaoxiang and Nonglin Roads in Futian District,
Shenzhen (Figure 4) between 1 June and 31 July 2021. The weather
data come from the China National Meteorological Science Data
Center.

3.2 Results for Multi-Target Tracking
The core idea of DCN-MultiNet-YOLO is separable convolution.
The standard convolution is decomposed into a depth-wise
convolution and a point-wise convolution, which play the role of
filtering and linear combination, respectively, in order to reduce the
number of parameters and calculation. As mentioned earlier, we
used the DCN V2 convolution to expand the receptive domain that
can improve the accuracy of the target detection model at the cost of
slightly sacrificing the amount of parameters. As can be seen from
Table 1, the parameter quantity of DCN-MultiNet-YOLO is only
0.48% more than that of MobileNet and 17% more than that of
CSPDarknet. Meanwhile, in order to compare the training time of
the algorithm, we set the size of the training batch to 32 and the total
training cycle to 200. It is found that when MultiNet is used as the
backbone, a single training cycle can cut the training time in half.

In order to verify the detection effect of different algorithms, the
second experiment compares the AP results of all categories in the
voc2007 + 2012 dataset, which implement the MobileNet and the
CSPDarknet53 as backbones in the control group. Figure 5 shows
that compared with the YOLOv4 network, whose backbone network
is MobileNet and CSPDarknet53, the mAP of DCN-MultiNet-
YOLO increased by 13.19% and 6.63%, respectively.

FIGURE 4 | Illustration of the study area.
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In Figure 6, we compared the results of object detection and lane
vehicle count of differentmodels. It should be noted that the detection
frame rate is related to the currently detected number and training
model. The higher the number of detected objects under the same
model, the lower is the frame rate. It can be seen from Figure 5 that
DCN-MultiNet-YOLO has more current and total detection counts
and faster real-time frame rates than that applied to MobileNet and
CSPDarknet53 as the backbone in the network.

Finally, we obtained the traffic flow every 5min in all directions of
the Qiaoxiang–Nonglin road using DCN-MultiNet-YOLO. Table 2

shows the example of the obtained traffic flow of six lanes from west
to east 7:00 to 9:00 a.m. on 1 June 2021, inwhich the columnnumbers
represent each 5-min time period during the morning peak hours,
and row numbers represent different lanes.

3.3 Results for Short-Term Traffic Flow
Prediction
Using the aforementioned object detection algorithm to make traffic
statistics on the images of the Qiaoxiang–Nonglin intersection, we

TABLE 1 | Model parameters of different backbone networks.

Non-trainable param (K) Trainable param Total param Train time (min)

MobileNet 63 11,405K 11,468K 7
CSPDarknet 66 64,363K 64,429K 16
DCN-MultiNet 62 11,461K 11,523K 7

FIGURE 5 | AP values of different backbone networks: (A) MobileNet, (B) CSPDarknet, and (C) DCN-MultiNet-YOLO.

FIGURE 6 | Model test results of different backbone networks: (A) MobileNet, (B) CSPDarknet, and (C) DCN-MultiNet-YOLO.

TABLE 2 | Example of vehicle count statistics in each lane from 7 to 9 a.m., 1 June 2021.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

1 35 35 37 34 46 35 33 35 40 42 34 29 24 43 26 31 34 36 35 35 37 37 23
2 37 35 34 38 40 36 30 42 44 29 32 38 34 46 35 40 44 38 40 44 48 49 47
3 27 27 29 29 28 28 29 28 32 20 27 26 28 30 31 28 35 34 23 30 40 26 39
4 31 30 40 33 37 51 35 32 45 25 35 37 34 34 39 34 52 42 37 45 52 42 39
5 14 16 17 14 16 16 10 12 11 12 10 14 11 13 11 10 12 14 11 13 11 14 10
6 13 12 20 17 17 19 15 15 18 12 13 15 11 14 14 17 17 18 16 24 13 18 18
FPS 16 15 17 15 16 16 17 16 16 14 16 14 15 16 15 15 15 17 15 17 17 16 17
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can obtain the traffic statistics of the intersection for 2 months. We
accumulated the traffic flow of three turns (left, right, and straight) in
four directions (east, south, west, and north) every 5min as a sample.
After removing the abnormal data, a total of 5616 sample records
were generated by using the traffic flow in 2months.We used 85%of

the aforementioned records as the training set and 15% as the test set.
As shown in Figure 7, we first selected 4 days (two sunny days and
two rainy days) to analyze the traffic data of the whole day. From the
traffic flow data, we can draw the following conclusions: 1) the total
traffic flow on rainy days is lower than that on sunny days. This is
because the intersection is located in a busy section of Shenzhen, and
the rainy days reduce the commuting ability of this road because
many vehicles that would have taken this road chose other roads. 2)

FIGURE 7 | Traffic flow under different weather conditions.

FIGURE 8 | Loss function curve of the algorithm.

TABLE 3 | Comparison of the prediction results of four models.

Network structure Evaluation function Weather conditions

Sunny Cloudy Rainy

KNN RMSE 30.22 38.31 52.54
MAE 23.57 31.11 38.39
MAPE (%) 24.05 32.28 40.37

LSTM RMSE 18.58 26.27 35.73
MAE 12.97 18.65 25.82
MAPE (%) 13.14 19.26 26.01

Cov-LSTM RMSE 15.32 19.24 27.38
MAE 12.06 16.72 19.35
MAPE (%) 12.71 17.13 20.42

CLSTM RMSE 15.74 16.78 18.31
MAE 13.65 14.34 16.06
MAPE (%) 12.91 15.19 16.85

Note: All the results are obtained by averaging on each day for the test dataset (about
10 days).

FIGURE 9 | Comparison of real and predicted traffic flows under
different weather conditions.
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We compared the correlation coefficient of the two sets of data and
found that the correlation coefficient of the two groups of traffic flow
data on sunny days is 0.935 and on rainy days it is 0.872, indicating
that traffic changes are more random on rainy days, which makes it
more difficult to predict.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the loss function of the
algorithm decreases with the number of iterations. The loss
function begins to converge after about 70 iterations and
finally converges to about 0.16. The convergence of the
algorithm proves that the traffic prediction method proposed
in this article is feasible.

Two kinds of neural network structures—LSTM and Cov-
LSTM (Liu et al., 2017)—are compared as benchmarks of the
proposed network for prediction performance in this article. We
also selected the KNN representative clustering algorithm to
compare the accuracy of traffic prediction.

According to Table 3, on the sunny day, the CLSTM has RMSE,
MAE, and MAPE values of 15.74, 13.65, and 12.91%, respectively,
which are slightly higher than the values of Cov-LSTM of 15.32,
12.06, and 12.71% but lower than those of LSTMandKNN.Onnon-
sunny days (cloudy and rainy days), the proposed module can
achieve a smaller prediction error than the other module with all
three metrics for all prediction horizons. On the cloudy day, it has
RMSE, MAE, and MAPE values of 16.78, 14.34, and 15.19%,
respectively, and 18.31, 16.06, and 16.85% on the rainy day. This
is because the environmental conditions of the traffic flow are usually
interwoven with each other, which can be captured more efficiently
by the CLSTM module. The results prove the effectiveness of the
proposed model.

Furthermore, we compared the prediction performance of both
the benchmark neural network and CLSTM. Although the three
network structures can eventually converge and overcome the long-
term dependency of RNN, their performances are different. Figure 9
illustrates performance comparison in terms of the predicted traffic
volume from 0:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. for a 5-min prediction horizon.
It can be seen that all three networks have relatively good prediction
performance on sunny days. However, the prediction performance
of the benchmark network on rainy days is not sufficient. In
particular, in the evening and morning rush hours when there is
a large fluctuation in traffic volume, the performance advantages of
CLSTM are particularly prominent.

4 CONCLUSION

The grip of traffic flow patterns from multi-temporal images is
essential to mitigating urban congestion and can assist in the

construction of smart cities. In this article, we made use of 2-
month traffic video data for traffic flow monitoring and
prediction. We proposed 1) DCN-YOLO, a novel multi-target
tracking and counting method for moving targets, which
introduced the DCN V2 convolution into the YOLOv4
backbone network and replaced the original CSPDarknet
network in order to solve the problem of limited detection
accuracy of the MobileNet model. 2) CLSTM, a variant of the
LSTM network, which takes the environmental conditions as the
feature fusion layers for the short-term traffic flow prediction.
Through the case study of one popular road junction in the
metropolitan area, the results indicated the better performance of
the proposed architecture, of which the mAP of the moving car
detection with DCN-YOLO increased by 13.19%, and the
prediction RMSE of the CLSTM decreased by 49.01% on
rainy days.

Despite the strength of the proposed algorithms in this work,
there is still room for improvement. With respect to object
detection, it could be necessary to embed depth-wise separable
convolution to reduce the number of CSPDarknet53 of the
YOLOv4 network to fit for real-time operations at the mobile
end. In terms of short-term traffic flow prediction, the current
weather conditions can only be described as qualitative
variables, such as sunny and rainy days, which limit the
prediction accuracy to a certain extent. Future work can
include more quantitative factors such as precipitation and
air pressure. In addition to factors from the physical
environment, human factors, such as driver behaviors under
emergency events, can be considered to make the model closer
to reality.
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